Experience unparalleled regional commitment
Proven expertise

- Turnkey application engineering and design support
- Service engineering and field consultation
- Hands-on training
- In-house project management, customer approvals and on-site inspections

Rapid support and delivery

- Industry-leading delivery with superior quality
- 24 hour a day, 7 day a week emergency and disaster recovery services
- Solutions for minimized downtime
- Same-day delivery
- Local customer pickup available

Customized solutions

- Standard and custom manufacturing capabilities to meet specific project needs
- Emergency response and quick-ship scheduling
- Solutions for retrofits and renovations
- Expert power system audits and analyses
- Energy management and packaged power distribution solutions
Proven expertise to address your most critical power management challenges

Eaton is the only electrical manufacturer with regionally located manufacturing plants across the United States and Canada that cater to your business needs—with extensive experience and knowledge of local markets served.

Positioned in strategic locations, Eaton regional satellite facilities manufacture and deliver standard and custom power management solutions when and where you need them—ready in just hours when emergency strikes. Highly trained and experienced personnel will manage your order and ensure that you receive on-time delivery of high quality equipment that meets your specifications—giving you the ability to meet more aggressive project schedules and exceed your customers’ expectations.

Rapid support and delivery for immediate needs

With an extensive network across North America, one of our facilities is always nearby. We can save you time—and when you need it, help you get back up and running in days, or even the SAME day.

With our help, you can:

• Specify, develop and manufacture customized products and solutions
• Obtain access to market knowledge and in-depth technical skills
• Minimize downtime with 24 hour a day, 7 day a week emergency response services
• Simplify projects with turnkey engineering support
• Get equipment fast—with accelerated shipping or direct customer pickup from our local facilities
• Reduce complexity with direct local contact
Customized products and services

Eaton satellites can specify, develop and manufacture customized products and solutions locally. This gives our customers local access to market knowledge and in-depth technical skills, and lets them take advantage of emergency response and quick-ship schedules when required.

Customized configurations and dimensions
• Reduce the overall cost of retrofits and renovations by building equipment to the dimensions you need to fit into existing spaces

Customized transition to existing equipment
• Save space and labor by matching existing buswork to connect new Eaton electrical equipment into existing electrical systems

Customized integration of components
• Customize panelboards, switchboards, motor control centers, enclosed control and enclosed breakers. We can also integrate welding receptacles into SSW to save labor and space

Customized control schemes
• Design a control panel or MCC to meet your exact specifications, reduce risk and eliminate field troubleshooting—listed to UL® 845, 508 and 508A standards

Customized service
• Ship equipment when and how you need it. Specify carrier or preferred type of transit—and rest assured with the product quality and financial strength of one of the world’s largest and most successful companies

Customized equipment reconditioning and replacement
• Access Eaton support for your installed base of equipment through Aftermarket Centers of Excellence (ACE), which each have a full range of replacement and renewal parts
Wherever you are, Eaton satellites are nearby.

For more information, visit Eaton.com/satellites